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Why have Brussels and Geneva Banned the 5G Wireless Mobile 

Network Rollout?     ~~  CAPT Graham Bates  ADM  ~~  22nd October 2019 
 

 

 

 
Source:   Global Research – 25 th  April, 2019 

 

This report emphatically proves that 3-5G wireless mobile telecommunication networks 

cause lethal pathology. It also confirms that Australians have no protection from a conflicted, 

comatose and complacent health bureaucracy.  

 

 

 
 

Source:   International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in Space  

 

Attached are two comprehensive PDFs about the lethal 5G network rollout. 

They provide references, including short You-tube videos covering the effects of 

Electromagnetic Radiation [EMR] spectrum, specifically, millimetre microwave irradiation 

from 2G – 5G technology that causes cell mutations, cancer and death. 
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Source:   Claire Edwards – former UN staffer in Vienna, Austria 

 

Claire Edwards graduated with a BA Hons, MA and worked for the United Nations as Editor 

and Trainer in Intercultural Writing from 1999 to 2017. After collecting evidence that UN 

workers in the Vienna office were becoming sick from wireless mobile phone irradiation, she 

publicly notified the UN Secretary General. When her warnings were ignored, she joined up  

with Arthur Firstenberg to publish the International Appeal to Stop 5G on Earth and in Space 

(www.5gspaceappeal.org) in May 2018. The Appeal has attracted over 30,000 individual and 

group signatories from 100 countries.  

 

Note:  Some documents refer to wireless telecommunication as Electromagnetic Field [EMF] 

exposure. This is synonymous with Electromagnetic Radiation [EMR]   

 

These PDFs cover vital topics, including; 

*  Differences between Non-ionizing and Ionizing radiation 

*  How 5G acts as an Ionising radiation, 

*  How Ionizing radiation creates free radicals within human tissue, 

*  How EMR & free radicals can break our DNA chains, 

*  How DNA fractures cause human cell mutations - leading to cancers - and cell death from 

constant and continuous irradiation of humans. 

*  How unleashed 5G will decimate our population. 

*  This 4th October, 2019 update by Claire Edwards, entitled 5G Cell Phone Radiation: How 

Telecom Companies Are Losing the Battle to Impose 5G Against the Will of the People – 

provides a comprehensive reference. 
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Synopsis 

 

1.  Testimony from Claire Edwards, Editor and Trainer in Cultural Writing for the United 

Nations [1999 - 2017] about how 3 or 4G mobile phone technology is making UN employees 

sick. 

Comment:     The UN Secretary General appears quite unconcerned about the 5G threat. 

Claire Edwards [former Vienna based UN staffer] states that she tried for more than 2 years 

to alert the UN authorities. As at June, 2019, her efforts are still deliberately ignored. 

 

2.  Excerpts from a 2016 speech by then US Federal Communications Commission chairman, 

Tom Wheeler on how 5G will be driven into the marketplace without any studies on possible 

health effects. 

Comment:   This speech is simply terrifying!! The US FCC is facing many lawsuits as per 

this June 2019 list – FCC lawsuits. 

 

3.  Australian neurosurgeon Dr Charlie Teo details how brain cancers are the No 1 cause of 

mortality in children, costing billions of dollars and heartache across the planet.  

He also explains how some of his patients were exposed to occupational massive EMR doses 

by mobile/cell phones and perished.  

Comment:  Dr Teo's interview provides compelling evidence about potential EMR health 

risks. 

 

4.  Dr Martin Pall, Professor Emeritus of Biochemistry and Basic Medical Sciences ~ 

Washington State University. The 5G Rollout is Absolutely Insane. 

Comment:   Professor Pall has a complete grasp and depth of knowledge about EMR that is 

unsurpassed. 

 

5.  Hardcopy -- 54 pages in PDF by Professor Martin Pall in his original document to the 

European Authorities about the dangers of 5G.  

Comment:   Note the massive reference list provided by Prof Pall. 

 

6.  Copy of letter from the Australian Radiation Watchdog - Australian Radiation Protection 

and Nuclear Safety Agency [ARPANSA] - to Ms Tanja Price date 18 DEC 2018, refuting any 

links between mobile phone use and brain cancers; 

 
"Epidemiological studies on links to cancer ~~ A major ARPANSA-led epidemiological study has 
recently been published with the British Medical Journal Open, which found no link between the use 
of mobile phones in Australia and incidence of brain cancers. The study compared the incidences of 
brain cancer in Australia from 1982 to 2013, to mobile phone use during the same period.  
The study found that there was no increase in brain tumours that can be attributed to mobile 
phone use.  
This study was completed in conjunction with The University of Wollongong, Monash University and 
the University of Auckland, and is available online at 
https://bmjopen.bmj.com/content/8/12/e024489.full. 
 
With regard to the recent study by the US National Toxicology Program, this study investigated RF 
EME at high levels (mostly above current standards) that are not relevant to mobile phone base 
stations which emit RF EME at a fraction of the ARPANSA RF standard." 
Comment :   Clearly ARPANSA chooses to ignore the testimony and experience of medical 
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practitioners like Neurosurgeon Dr Charlie Teo and the massive evidence trail provided by 

Prof Martin Pall, and others. 

 

7.  Professor Martin Pall publicly "slams the above mentioned ARPANSA response to a letter 

from a petitioner from Stop 5G Perth and Australia wide" group.  

Here is Prof Pall's 28-page forensic analysis of the ARPANSA response. 

Comment:    Prof Martin Pall soundly counters the casual and carefree opinion/s of 

ARPANSA in his rebuttal. 

 

8.  How ARPANSA got it so Wrong! 

 

Below: This is the traditional [prevailing] paradigm for the Electromagnetic Spectrum. 

 

 
 

Below:  The new paradigm whereby Non-ionising radiation displays the same effects as 

Ionising radiation. 

 

 

 
Source:   DNA damage from mobile phone microwaves – RF Safe 

 

This article by RF Safe details the two-stage process where microwave irradiation acts just 

like X-rays, ionising atoms & molecules by displacing electrons, enabling formation of free 

radicals. The prevailing [traditional] view that non-ionizing cell phone radiation cannot 
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cause DNA damage was first challenged academically with a theory Penn State published 

titled, DNA and the Microwave Effect, January 20, 2001.  

In 2014, new studies on (ROS) Reactive Oxygen Species Production and RF, validates the  

Penn State research and cell phone radiation does cause DNA damage in two-stage process. 

Comment:   A new paradigm has clearly been established. ARPANSA should have been 

monitoring all research about microwaves. They have now exposed the Australian public to 

widespread, continuous and unregulated DNA damaging irradiation. 

 

 

 

9.  The City of Brussels has banned the 5G network.  

     Geneva has also blocked the 5G rollout. 

     US cities are also pushing back against 5G deployment. 

     There are confirmations about this amazing news items from other agencies below; 

     From Greenmedinfo  

     From World Health.NET 

      From Global Research 

 

Brussels is the capital of Belgium. It is a sophisticated city and is the home of the EU.  

If the EU Parliament has fallen into line with the decision of the Brussels City Council, then 

this should be ringing alarm bells in the Australian Parliament too. 

Comment:  Perhaps the letter sent to the EU authorities by Prof Martin Pall convinced the 

Belgians that 5G is too dangerous for their people. 

10.  The prestigious Lloyds of London Insurance Group refuses to cover 5G wireless mobile 

illnesses.   

 

 

Source: Lloyds refuse to discuss their new EMF exclusion clause  

 

“The Lloyd’s of London and its underwriter CFC Underwriting Limited exclude any liability 
coverage for claims, “directly or indirectly arising out of, resulting from or contributed to by 
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electromagnetic fields, electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetism, radio waves or noise.” 
(Exclusion 32, page 7) 

EXCLUSIONS 
We will not 
a) make any payment on your behalf for any claim, or 
b) incur any costs and expenses, or 
c) reimburse you for any loss, damage, legal expenses, fees or costs sustained by you, or 
d) pay any medical expenses: 

GENERAL INSURANCE EXCLUSIONS: 

32. Electromagnetic fields 
directly or indirectly arising out of, resulting from or contributed to by electromagnetic fields, 
electromagnetic radiation, electromagnetism, radio waves or noise.” 

See the full PDF document: INSURANCE FOR ARCHITECTS & ENGINEERS – 

ProSurance TM A&E Policy Document – Lloyd’s 2015 

Another of the world’s largest insurance companies, Swiss Re, has recommended to other 

insurance companies to write in exclusion clauses against paying compensation for illnesses 

caused by continuous long-term non-ionising radiation exposure. The recent Austrian 

insurance company AUVA report confirms DNA-breaks caused by non-ionising radiation. 

Source: Beyond Radiation blog by Mikko Ahonen, PhD 

 

Comment:   This should completely stop the global rollout of 5G. Consider the implications 

of other insurers following the Lloyds of London precedent. 

 

10.  Telecom and Insurance companies warn shareholders about future financial risks from 

EMR. 

Comment:  This further confirms the significant health risks from EMR exposure as per the 

2011 classification by W.H.O. of wireless EMF as a 2B carcinogen. 

 

Analysis 

This compelling intelligence proves, beyond reasonable doubt, that any government, political 

party or agency that continues down this lethal 5G path is at risk from; 

      A.  Massive lawsuits by individuals or groups who fall ill from EMF or EMR exposure. 

      B.  Extensive backlash from voters/electors who feel betrayed by a Govt that clearly 

ignores the mounting evidence that 5G is an existential national threat. 

      C.  The likelihood of Civil Unrest caused by widespread irradiation is unlikely to have 

been assessed by Australian Intelligence assets as ARPANSA has dismissed the 5G threat. 

       

      D.  Australian and State/Territory Parliamentarians should awaken – there are significant 

numbers of wi-fi broadcasting nodes within the Australian & State/Territory Parliament 

Offices, just like the UN. Why would MPs, Senators and their staffers be complacent in 

risking their own health & lives as guinea pigs for overseas corporate entities, determined to 

make massive profits, irrespective of the lethality from this technology? 
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       E.  The potential impact upon our hospital and healthcare systems from a 5G irradiation 

epidemic has NOT been risk managed. When Lloyds refuses to cover health risks from 5G, 

this will flow on to all insurance underwriters and the health insurance business.  

How will our Medicare system continue to operate with DRGs [Diagnostic Related Groups] 

of irradiated patients 

 

 

Summary 

The 5G network is an existential threat to the security and safety of the Commonwealth of 

Australia. 

ARPANSA is our primary guardian for radiation security. Why have they completely failed 

in their Duty of Care to their fellow Australians, by not even considering the possibility of 

critical health issues from 5G technologies?  

They also flatly deny credible evidence of serious illnesses caused by earlier 3G and 4G 

technology.  

This lapse is most concerning, especially given the evidence that other nations are setting 

very conservative exposure limits to RF and millimetre microwave broadcasts. 

 

 

Recommendations 

1.  Download and save these reference You-tube videos, in case that they are one day deleted 

from the You-tube servers. This information is compelling evidence that 5G is a lethal issue. 

 

There are currently several Australian petitions underway to stop the 5G rollout. 

Should the 5G topic be raised by anyone during the election campaign, blowback from this 

ARPANSA failure may implicate the current government, simply by association.  

Refer to the ARPANSA response document in Serial 6 - above. 

 

2.  The government have provided no contingency plans for discussion when this threat 

materialises.  

 

3.  The only option is to stop the 5G rollout before it is too late.  

 

4.  Australia was once known as The Clever Country. Recent bans on 5G by communities 

including Brussels and Geneva are clear indications that Australia is not such a clever place 

after all. 

 

 

 

Kind regards 

 

 

 

 

CAPT Graham Bates    ADM 

Intelligence Officer [IO] 

Royal Australian Army Medical Corps  RAAMC 

Australian Army 
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